
CLS Coin Recyler

Counting coin deposits can be a laborious task for bank tellers. By integrating a secure 
recycling solution coins can be automatically counted, stored and paid out as change to 
other customers.

By automating coin handling, the CLS offers a cost-effective way to offset rising labor costs through and improve staff 
productivity, while improving transaction speed for customers and allowing the bank teller to focus on the customer. 

Noted for its high speed and compact format, the CLS also accounts for every coin going in and out of the system, which 
removes the need for reconciliations at the end of the day. 

Experience the CLS Coin Recycler, a new level of engineering excellence.

BENEFITS:

•  Accelerate customer throughput. Faster transactions.       
50 coins in, 10 coin per second acceptance. Speed 
customers through the payment process.

•  Design flexibility. The compact dimensions of the CLS 
provides flexibility and minimizes real estate.

•  Maximize uptime. The high capacity of the CLS reduces the 
need for refilling and teller intervention.

•  Enhanced security. Fully enclosed, dual-locking system 
keeps coins secure.

•  Recycle up to 8 different coins. The CLS has double 
and triple size hoppers if you only need to recycle fewer 
denominations.

Increase Teller Efficiency with High Speed Coin Recycling

Nearly 80% of US Banks do not have 
the right level of coin deposit services 
required by merchants.
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High Speed Coin Recycling
CLS Coin Recycler Specifications

Coin Input Speed   10 coins per second

Coin Output Speed   Up to 6 coins per second

Bulk Coin Input   30 mixed coins at once

Maximum Output   Bowl cup capacity of 50 coins

Coin Denominations  Up to 8 coin denominations possible

Coin Capacity   Maximum 335 1-euro (1€) coins in a single hopper
    Double and triple capacity hoppers available

Currencies    U.S. currency certified

Compact Footprint   Most compact coin recycler available at:
    9.8 H x 11.8 W X 15.7 L
    With coin cup:
    9.8 H x 11.8 W x 19.1 L

Placement     Free standing counter top coin recycling or can be embedded in a cash 
payment device

Safety Feature   Safety switch automatically shuts down operation when opened

Security    Dual locking system limits access to coins

Power    24V power supply unit permanently supplying at least 5V

Interface    USB with software protocol ccTalk®

Certifications   CE and UL approved, and ADA compliant

www.cranepi.com

High Speed Centrifuge High Capacity Hopper Fast Bulk Coin Loading
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